15. Fun Patches Supply – Tuesday with Pat Flath

Fun Patches
Adirondack Quilt
Camp
2020
Pattern: Fun

Patches by Trudie Hughes

This quilt is a delightful way to show off those special fabrics such as butterflies, Mickey Mouse characters,
oriental fabrics, dogs, cats, etc.
Two sizes, either a Crib size of about 33 ½ x 42, using 12 blocks or a
Lap size of about 50 x 60 inches which uses 20 squares.
Fabric requirements
Background – ¾ yard (1 ¼ yards for Lap)
Dark Shadow Fabric – 3/8 yard (5/8 yard for Lap)
Assorted strips 2” wide for small borders on blocks.
12 squares measuring 4 ½ inches for block centers for crib
OR
20 squares measuring 5 ½ inches for Lap
Outside Border – ½ yard (3/4 yard for Lap) if not directional
1 ¾ yards (2 yards for Lap) if directional fabric is used.
Supplies:
Pattern
Sewing machine in good working order (cleaned and oiled)
Sewing machine directions book
Sewing machine needles
Several bobbins filled with sewing thread
Rotary cutter
Rotary cutting board
Rulers
Extension cord
Scissors
Seam ripper
Piecing thread
Bobbins
Basic sewing supplies
You might want to bring a flannel sheet to act as a design wall.
Cutting directions:

Precut your squares before coming to the class.

Bird Block Fun Patch Additional Instructions
These are the directions for making a quilt that would approximate the sample shown on the web
site.. It uses rectangles, rather than squares.
It was made to fit a specific space, so you might want to alter the dimensions, however, we
would have to do the calculations before you got too far in the process.
1. Cut Bird rectangles 6.5” x 5”
2. I made all the frames from the same fabric, so I cut the fabric into:
2 strips: 2” x WOF
Cut these into segments: 2” x 5”
2” x 9.75”
(you need two of each segment to complete the framing of one block)

